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Bengals Meet Powerful
Blue Devils Saturday
LARGE CROWD TO SEE
TIGERS PLAY AT DUKE

Byrnes Is
Tapped By
Honor Frat

HONOR TEXTILE FRAT
PLEDGES SEVEN MEN

Locals Are Underdogs In
Southern Conference's
Biggest Game
Two Seniors and Five Juniors;
Are Tapped by Iota ChapA determined Clemson Tiger
ter of Phi Psi
will invade Durham this Saturday seeking revenge over Wallace Wade's Duke Blue Devils
INITIATION BEGINS
for the defeat administered it
last' year by Wade's Southern
Informal initiation began toConference champions.
The N. day for five juniors and two senC. lads have an unblemished iors who were recently pledged
record so far this year with vic- by Clemson's Iota Chapter of
tories registered over Davidson, Phi Psi, national honorary texColgate, and South Carolina. tile fraternity.
The men are
Two wins and no defeats give J. C. Brooks and T. F. McNamthem undisputed reign over the ara, seniors, and E. H. Puller,
conference.
A. S. Sanders, J. C. Shell, A. W.
Tell-Tale Game
Taylor, and H L. Geisberg junThe Bengals have a perfect ior initiates.
score in the Southern asspciaHigh Ranking Men
tion with a triumph ove the V.
Brooks is from Gray Couri
P. I. Gobblers in their only at- and is majoring in textile chemtempt so far and are pushing istry. He is an executive lieuthe Duke bunch a close second tenant.
for the leadership.
The outJ. C. Shell is a junior and is
come of this struggle will in all scheduling weaving and designprobability have an important ing. Pie is a sergeant and is
bearing on the winner of the from Laurens, S. C. Fuller is
loop this season.
from Columbia and is a first
Parker and Hackney
sergeant.
He is majoring in
Elmore Hackney, the same e- textile chemistry. Allen Taylor,
lusive lad who proved a thorn Charleston, is another junior
e Tiger side in their last textile chemist and holdc the
encounter, is back again and is rank of first sergeant.
Harry
ready for service along with his Geisberg of Anderson is taking
(Continued on page eight)
(Continued on page seven)

MINNEY WILL
HEAD LOCAL AG FRAT
Alpha Tau Alpha Elects Of
ficers for New Term;
Ponder, Rush Also
Elected

Literary Society
Holds First Meet
Interesting Program Carried
Out; Thirty Men Initia
ted to Organization
MALONE IS HEAD

HONOR CLUB
At the final meeting of the
last school year the Alpha Tau
Alpha, national honorary Education fraternity, held an election of officers.
Those elected
were as follows: W,.' B. McKinney, president; J. C. Ponder,
vice-president; and W. W. Rush,
secretary and treasurer.
This
fraternity which is yet compa/ritively young at Clemson, is this
year making a strong bid to become one of the leading honorary fraternities on the campus.
Increase in Membership
In the past year,, the number
of men taking Agricultural Education has shown a marked increase. The present Senior section numbers approximately 25;
there are 4 0 juniors and an even larger number of freshmen
and sophomores respectively. Only upperclassmen whose scholastic work is outstanding are chosen for admission to the fraternity. Their merit is also based
largely on personality and, character.

With a capacity crowd thronging the Society Hall, the Calhoun Literary Society held its
initial meeting of the year last
Thursday night.
The presence
of 40 new members and an excepionally large number of former members was a further indication of the recent revival of
interest in literary society work.
Included on the program for
the evening was a talk by R. W.
Bridge on "Character", a book
review by D. E. Hudgin, a movie review by J. C. Wilkinson,
a dramatic reading by M. M.
Miller and C. F. Middleton, and
several amusing and interesting
impromptu speeches. It is the
plan of the society to make its
Pjrograms as varied and interesting as possible in order to foster a keen interest in the competition for cups and other awards.

JIMMIE BYRNES TO BE
INITIATED BY BLUE KEY
.South Carolina Senator Accepts Honorary Membership Into Local Fraternity
Walter K. Lewis, head of
Blue Key, honorary fraternity,
has announced that Senator Jas.
F. Byrnes has accepted an honorary membership to the fraternity.
Senator Byrnes has become known throughout the nation daring the Roosevelt administration and is South Carolina's leading statesman of the
present day.
The popular ana
able senator was reelected to his
seat in Congress during the past
summer by an overwhelming
vote. It was also announced that
plans have been completed for
Congressman Byrnes to speak at
the dedication of the new barracks i.i November.
Blue Key Active
During the past month Blue
Key has proven itself to be an active and influential organization
in campus affairs.
Aside from
(Continued on page two)

PLATOON WILL DRILL
AT DUKEjTIGER J3AME
Miss Esther Weeks attractive daughter of Colonel and
Mrs. Chas. W. Weeks, who was recently selected as sponsor for THE TIGER. RALL to he given October 16 and 17
by the college weekly in cooperation with the Central Dance
Association.
Miss Weeks is a popular membetr of the younger campus
set, having moved to Clenison during the summer when her
father was transferred from Fort Bennlng, Ga., to take over the post of Commandant
and PMS&T.

"The Brigadier", College Monthly,
To Be Published in Near Future
Holiday Dates
Announced
College administrative officials announced Joday that
the cadet corps will have the
same time for State Fair holidays and Thanksgiving as
has been given during the
past few years. The State
Fair holiday period will beSiin on Wednesday, October
21, each student being allowed to leavfe college after his
last class.

Wilkie Turns Entomologist To
Rid Barracks Of Flying Pests

By Uncle Wilkie
DR. MILLS SUCCEEDS
Many so-called leaders of the
DR. DUDLEY JONES AS
nation the type who are conHEAD OF PRESBYTERY, stantly yearning for "the good
old days", have voiced the opinIt was announced early this ion the college students of today
week that Dr. W(. H. Mills, pro- are "going to the dogs". Whethfessor of Rural Economics at er this is true or not is a moot
The problem which
Clemson and a member of "the question.
faculty of the School of Agri- is of most concern to the corps
culture, was elected Moderator of is the fact that Clemson, from
the Presbyterian Synod of South all appearances is "going to the
Carolina at the annual meeting BUGS". Members of the specie
of the organization held in Co- Alabama argillacea, order lepilumbia this week. He is to suc- doptera, family noctuidae, known
ceed Dr. Dudley Jones, of Clin- as the adult form of the army
worm—plain old moth to you
ton.

NO. 4

and you and you—-have invaded
the Clemson barracks in an obvious effort to force us to evacuate.
For many years prominent
scientists have advanced the theory that the insect is man's
greatest enemy and that the insect world will someday be our
conquerors. If there is any truth
whatsoever to this report, Clemson cadets are prone to believe
that the insect army is beginning its conquest right here on
our campus. Tiriiig of destroying the farmers' cotton, the in(Continued on page eight)

Students are Urged to Coop
erate With Staff By Turning in Material
ALLEN-BERTRAM CO-ED§
Feeling the need for a strictly
literary student publication, a
group of cadets headed by W. H.
Bertram and W. S. Allen have
recently announced plans for the
production of a college magazine. Since the discontinuation
of the publication of the Clemson "Chronicle" some ten years
ago, members of the cadet corps
who have a talent for writing
poetry, fiction, and other forms
of journalism not suitable for
publication in a' college newspaper have had no outlet for
their literary efforts.
Consequently, interest in this type of
work has languished. It is with
this thought in mind that the
new publication is being attempted. This magazine will provide
an excellent outlet for the literary talent which surely exists
in a student body of 1700.
Endorsed by Officials
Particular interest in the publication is being shown by various college officials who firmly
believe that Clemson should back
the publication of the magazine
in view of the fact that most
colleges of any consequense list
a creditable journal among its
(Continued, on page two)

Members of Senior Platoon
Make Durham Trip; Leave
Early Saturday
OTHER TRIPS LATER
Thirty-five members of Clemson's crack drill unit will leave
early Saturday morning via bus
for Durham, N. C, where they
will participate in the program
scheduled between the halves of
the annual DukejClemson clash.
This will be the seniors' first
foreign appearance since competition at R. O. T. C. camp at
Fort McClellan, Alabama, in July. Plans are now underway to
make other trips this fall and
at the present time performances
at both the State Fair and at
the Georgia Tech-Clemson game
in Atlanta are likely.
John Dunlap, assistant leader,
has charge of the platoon during football season in the absence
of Winston Lawton, leader. The
cadets \have already been put
through their paces twice this
fall at the Homecoming game
with V. P. I. and at the P. C.
fracas.

By Their Words
American sailors usually have
an American Flag, or something
far less creditable tattooed on
them.
—Brearley
Jackson and his men marched
37 miles one day and fought a
battle for dinner.
—Walthour
Who wants to buy my I.D.R.?
The d war is over.
—Sherrill
Don't brand me as one of that
kind of professors just because I
carry a brief case.
—Gee
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"THE BRIGADIER" TO
BE PUBLISHED HERE
(Continued from page one) •
publications. Among other important officials, the work is
heartily endorsed by Dr. Sikes
and Mr. Littlejohn, college business manager.
Contributions Desired
In announcing plans for the
publishing of "The Brigadier",
as the new literary work, Coeditors Bertram and Allen emphasized the point that every
member of the cadet corps is
eligible for work on the magazine.
It is intended primarily
as a medium for the publishing
of material written by the students themselves, and every cadet interested is urged to make
a contribution of some sort. Fiction, Poems adventure stories,
articles on history and science,
parodies, humorous features, in
fact, most any type of literary
work is acceptable.
Students
wishing to get up sonie material for the first issue of "The
Brigadier" are requested to turn
in their manuscrips by November 5.
First Issue Soon
,
Present plans call for the first
publication of the new college
magazine to come off the press

Local YMCA Boys FAMOUS JOURNALIST James F. Byrnes
To Adger Retreat
Blue Key Pledge
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around the middle of November.
The first issue of this monthly
journal, which will be a concise
presentation of student literary
work, exchange articles, and outstanding articles quoted from
other sources, will be distributed
throughout barracks.
Subscription to the magazine will be
voluntary though it is the ultimate aim of the officials and
publishers to have the subscription to the publication provided
for in a manner similar to the
way in which the subscriptions
to the other student publications
are handled.

The state YMCA and YWCA
conference at Camp Adger will
be held again this year October
9 through 11. The Clemson delegation, will leave for the retreat
after dinner Friday and return
Sunday afternoon.
The speakers to be featured are Rev. J. O.
Smith, pastor of the Methodist
church at Laurens, S. C, and
Rev. Charles Douglas, pastor of
the Presbyterian church at Seneca. Other speakers will be Mr.
P. B. Holtzendorff, Mr. J. Roy
Cooper, Miss Eliza Wardlaw of
Winthrop and Maynard Simpson
of Clemson.
Those attending from Clemson
will be W. M. Simpson, president of the local YMCA; W. A.
Speer, president of the Senior
Council; F. Thompson, president
of the Sophomore Council; G. C.
Waters; Freshmen McKnight and
Carrigan; and Cabinet Members
Curtis Gray J. F. Norris, Donald Hudgin, E. D. Wells; G. C.
Paulsen, A. C. Payne, J. W. Adams, and Ben T. Lanham.

(Continued from page one)
B. F. Robertson, Jr., Class of
their scheduled activities in con1923, Leads Discussion at
nection wtih the Nov. dedicaEpiscopal Meeting
tion, the fraternity has greatly
facilitated the handling of the
'PEACE" IS TOPIC
large crowds which have been
occasioned by the various footMr. Benjamin F. Robertson ball games. At the present time,
Clemson graduate of the Clasj^ five new members of the organiof '23, and world famous Ari» zation are being initiated.
At
sociated
Press
Correspondent, the completion of this initiation
was the leader of a discussion period two officers will be electon "World Peace" at the Wed- ed and plans will get underway to
nesday night meeting of the E- enable Blue Key to play an even
piscopal Club.
more important and useful part
Basing his points on obser- in Clemson activities.
vations and experiences obtained
during his various periods of
G. L. Dozier, '31, is the asEuropean and Asian correspon- sistant chemist of the Union
dence, Mr. Robertson directed bleachery of Greenville.
the flow of the discussion along
the lines of international accept- nearly an hour.
ance of the League of Nations,
Robertson, who is at present
the powers of a World Court and here to write a book of his exits methods of maintaing disci- periences, is a famed journalist,
pline among the nations, , and having worked on newspapers
the posibilities of War.
in Honolulu, Australia, and New
An active interest in the prob- York and for the past few
lems was shown by the members years with the Associated Press.
W. F. Gilland, '31, is assistant of the Episcopal Club as they He has also written various arregistrar of the University of asked many questions of Mr. 'ticles for TRAVEL and ASIA
South Carolina.
Robertson, keeping him busy for magazines.

I
It's a Liqht Smoke!
As Gentle as it is Delicious!
For Lucky Strike is not merely mild and mellow
in taste, but a genuine light smoke which always
treats you gently. You will find it easy on your
throat, kind when you inhale, friendly all day
long. If you believe in a gentle smoke, you believe in Luckies! Among all cigarettes, this is the
one which offers you the welcome protection of
that famous process known to the' world as
"It's Toasted." And this is the one that millions
turn to—for deliciousness, for protection, for
all-day smoking pleasure! Luckies are A Light
Smoke of rich, ripe-bodied tobacco.

NEWS FLASH! * *
"Sweepstakes" employs 6,000 to
address entries!
Over 6,000 people are employed in addressing return entry cards for that
great national cigarette game, Your
Lucky Strike "Sweepstakes." Entries
come from every State in the Union.
Have you entered yet? Have you won
your Luckies—a flat tin of 50 delicious
Lucky Strikes? Tune in "Your Hit
Parade"—Wednesday and Saturday evenings. Listen, judge, and compare the
tunes — then try Your Lucky Strike
"Sweepstakes."
And if you're not already smoking
Luckies, buy a pack today and try them,
too. Maybe you've been missing something. You'll appreciate the advantages
of Luckies—a Light Smoke of rich, ripebodied tobacco.

KIND TO YOUR
THROAT—
A Light Smoke
There's a friendly relaxation in every puff and
a feeling of comfort and
ease when your cigarette is a Light Smoke
of rich, ripe-bodied
tobacco—A LUCKY.

RICH, RIPE-BODIED/TOBACCO -'
XgjTlght 1936, The American Tobacco Company
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Alpha Zeta Frat^To Sponsor First "Ag-Mixer" Event
UNIQUE PROGRAM IS Five
, PLANNED FOR EVENT
ON THURSDAY NIGHT

Outstanding Seniors Attend
Annual Tau Beta Pi Convention

Rodgers, Geisberg, Simpson,
LeRoy and
Rickards
Leave for Nlew York
Many Campus Celebrites to
Meeting
Appear on Program; AH
Freshmen Agricultural
THREE 0AY MEET
Outstanding Works in Many
. Students to Attend
Leaving Clemson yesterday for
Fields Now Available
Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.,
to Students
INFORMAL MEETING
where they will represent Clemson's chapter of the Tau Beta
According to an announcement Pi, national hoonrary engineerPOPULARITY PROVEN
issued by officials of the local ing fraternity, at a national conchapter of Alpha Zeta early this vention, were W. M. Rodgers,
The rental shejves of the liweek, an informal gathering of W. M. Simpson, R. L. Geisberg, brary now offer a wide variety of
all the students of agriculture R. B. LeRoy and T. M. Rick- books designed to meet the tastes
in the freshman class is to be ards.
of all students.
Outstanding
\
sponsored at the Fieldhouse next
This convention, which is be- works in the fields of science, reThursday night, October 15, at ing attended by student leaders ligion, and modern fiction are inseven o'clock. This gathering is from all parts of the United cluded in the recently added col
the first of its kind ever to be States, has been called for the lection. Among the new books
observed at Clemson and is to purpose of attending to the var- are a number that have enjoyed
be appropriately called the "Ag- ious phases of the fraternity's widespread popularity.'
Mixer".
business. Within the authority
Outstanding Works
Annual Affair1
of this group of delegates, lies
"Crowded House" by Kathleen
This affair, although being the power to grant charters of
sponsored for the first time, is new units and disband others. Ball Ripiey gives an account of
t6 be an annual affair at Clem- These and other matters will the life of a large family and the
son and is expected to be one pass under consideration during adventures and hardships of its
various members. Of especial inof the high-lights in the social the three-day convention.
terest is the fact that the story is
events of the members of the
During their stay in New
Freshman class each year. This York, the assembled delegates layed in Charleston.
"Drums along the Mohawk" by
feature is now being successful- will witness a model initiation
ly sponsored in many of the ma- which is being held for new Tau Wialter D. Edmonds is a splendid
jor agricultural colleges over Beta Pi members of the New novel oased on history of the
stirring days during the Revoluthe United States. Most of these York chapters.
tionary'War.. It is a short book
events are being carried out
Social Events
through the efforts of Alpha ZeAdding variety to the activi- built on a historic theme and
ta chapters in the various col- ties, convention officials have treated from a modern point of
leges and universities.
planned for an elaborate formal view. Ii. is truly a book without
Notables to Speak
ball which is to be held Friday a dull momen.
Chief among the features of night. A banquet Saturday will
Othei" books that are accessithe program are to be short bring the three-day rally to a ble at thi? time are "Saint Joan
talks by Dr. E. W. Sikes, col- close.
of Arc" by W. Sacville West,
lege president; Dr. H. P. Cooper,
It is to be thought that the "Man the Unknown" by Dr. AL
Dean of the School of Agricul- trip will prove helpful' as well as exis Carrell, and "Lost Morning"
ture; R. R. Ritchie, Chairman entertaining to those who have by Dubos'e Heyward.
of the Alpha Zeta Advisory Com- been so fortunate as to be chosmittee; and J. W. Jones, Chan- en to represent their units of
celor of the local Chapter of the Tau Beta Pi.
Alpha Zeta.
Alpha Zeta is a
national honorary scolastic agricultural fraternity having as its
chief aim the promotion of the
profession of agriculture; to esFreshmen Are Introduced to
tablish, foster, and develop high
Upperclassmen; Refreshstandards of scholarship, charmerits Served
acter, leadership and a spirit of
fellowship among its members.
The local chapter was organiz- A.S.C.E. Begins Two-Week
LOCAL FRATERNITY
ed in 1930.
Student members
Period of Informal Initiaare selected from undergraduate
Last Tuesday The Minarets,
tion of New Members
agricultural students on the basClemson honorary architectural
is of high scholastic, standing,
fraternity, formally initiated five
character, personality and leadCOMMITTEES FORMED
new members. Their names are
ership.
Other features of the
as follows: W. M. Hudson, W. L.
program next Thursday night
At the regular bi-monthly Lafaye, O. S. Dukes, B. R. Heywill be that of -/the various con- meeting of the local chapter of ward, and W. A. Fleming. At
tests offered to those attending. the American Society of Civil the meeting the architectural
Numerous prizes are to be a- Engineers held last Tuesday nite freshmen were introducted to the
warded to winners in these con- 21 members of the sophomore society and refreshments served.
tests.
and junior classes majoring in
The Minarets is a'1 social, schoAccording to Jones, Chancel- Civil Engineering and who have lastic, and honorary society mainlor of the organization, the chief distinguished themselves in scho- tained at Clemson to promote
aim of this meeting is to give lastic achievements since enter- fellowship among the architectuthe members 6t the freshman ing Clemson were pledged to
ral students at Clemson. At presclass an opportunity to become the
organization.
The inforbetter acquainted with the mem- mal initiation period for the ent arrangements are under way
bers of the Agricultural faculty new members began this week for admittance in one of the larand the Administrative officials and will continue for a period j ger national fratenities. In the
past the society has sponsored
of the Agricultural School. Those -of . approximately two weeks.
numerous interesting exhibits, in
attending the meeting will inPledges Announced
clude the members of the freshThose pledged to the organiza- cooperation with the Engineerman class who. are now taking tion include: H. D. Byrd, C. E. ing departments. They have alan agrcultural course, the fac- Johnston, E. P. Abrams, W. A. so sponsored numerous banquets
ulty of the Agricultural School Galloway, J. D. Mclntosh, L. G. and dances.
and the members of the local Gilliam J. F. Chandler, R. S.
chapter of Alpha Zeta.
Folfe, P. G. Ford, J. J. Hester, RAT SWIMMING TESTS
G. M. Tarrant, J. F. Hutching;
PROVE GREAT SUCCESS
tF, T. Knox, F. J. Durant, R. B.
DR. DANIEL TO SPEAK
G." C. Commander, J. R.
During the past week all freshAT IHREE CONCLAVES Allen,
Harrison, L. F. Jones, J. R. Am- men were detailed by companies
brose
F.
H.
H.
Calhoun,
and
G.
for swim tests. A large majority
Dr. D. W. Daniel, Dean ot
There were four
the School of General Science, C. Waters. All of these men are could swim.
will be guest speaker at the an- outstanding leaders in their re- distinct groups which took in
nual dinner of the Virginia Man- spective classes.
everyone. They are as follows:
Committees Appointed
ufacturers Association in Lynch(1) Good swimmers, (2) SwimOther
business
taken
up
at
the
burg, Virginia tomorrow night.
mers, (3» Beginners, (4) Those
Next week he will appear as meeting was that of appointing who can't swim. The Companies
the guest speaker at the annual various committees ' to carry out were the guests of the YMCA,
dinner of the Kanawha Coal Op- the work of the organization for who served refreshments.
erators in Charleston, West Vir- the coming scholastic year: The
ginia, and will also spea.k at the committees named included the
"Today's undergraduate is adistrict Democratic rally in An- Program Committee, the publici- lert,
sophisticated,
in-on-thety
committee,
the
membersnip
derson and at the opening of
know, intelligent, clever, cynical,
committee
and
the
social
comthe Peoples College in Green- mittee.
sure. He is not burdened' with
ville.
a sense of humor he entertains
self-pity, he thinks the world
NEW
BARBER
SHOP
More than 100,000 students
owes him a living, he is underin the II. S. are now attending
standably apprehensive, he is
A new barber shop is now be- tempted to drop . his piece of
America's 500 junior colleges.
Fifteen years ago there were ing completed in the basement of meat for what he- sees reflected
only 100 junior colleges in the the YMCA, near the present bar- in the water. He is not inclined
ber shop. The shop will be equip- to properly evaluate the country
nation.
John Stuart Curry., famed ar- ped with the latest conveniences in which he has played no pitist of the soil, is now an "ar- with tile floors and will be at- oneering part.
He does not
tist in residence" at the Uni- tractively painted. Messers Bail- believe in Santa Claus." Fannie
versity of Wisconsin.
ey and Kay will be in charge.
Hurst pans the undergraduate.

MANY NEW BOOKS
ADDEOTO LIBRARY

Architect Society
Pledges Five Men

Dance Schedule
Is Announced
The dance schedule for the
year was announced this
morning by Henry D. Leitner, president of the Central
Dance Association. Although
the dates listed below are
subject to change, the first
semester schedule is definite
while the second semester is
tentative.
Oct 16 & 17—Tiger Bail
Nov. 14—Barracks Opening
Dance
Nov. 25 & 36—Thanksgiving
Dances
Dec. 11 & 12—Christmas
Dances
Jan. 15 & 16—Open Date
Feb. 5 & 6—Midwinters
Feb. 26 & 27—Military Ball
Mar. 12 & 13—Athletic Ball
Apr. 16 & 17—Taps Ball
May 8 & 9—Junior-Senior
May 28 & 29, June 1—Finals

PALMETTO SOCIETY
HAS NEWMEMBERS
Giles Outlines Interesting
New Types of Programs
to be Introduced
DEBATE FEATURED

The Palmetto Literary Society
met last Thursday night with the
formal initiation of 45 new members. Short impromptu speeches
by several of the new members
on topics selected by President
Giles proved a very enteitaining:
method of initiation.
The program for the evening
was a debate between A. P. McPeters and E. L. Young, affirmative, with E. D. Wells and
negative, "Resolved that the
United States Should Have Compulsory Military Training". The
judges gave the decision to the
negative both of whom were athe prize of a dollar.
FRESHMEN GROUPS ARfc warded
After the adjournment of the
ENTERTAINED BY YMCA meeting, refreshments consisting
of ice cream, cake and punch
Four companies of the Cadet were served.
Corps have, to date,' visited the
Y Cabin on the river. The -proASAE PLEDGES QUINTET
gram, followed by each Company,
AT RECENT GATHERING
was made out in such a way that
all who attended would enjoy the
Last Tuesday at the meeting
outing. Games were played, such
as baseball', and supper was cook- of the ASAE, honorary national
ed about a campfire,
Of the agricultural engineering fratermuch enjoyed supper, rolls, wien- nity, five initiates from the sophers and punch were obtained omore class were tapped. They
from Captain Harcombe and mar- are as follows: C. E. Hendrix,
H. K. Herlong, W. L. Lee, M. R.
shmellows and fruit from the Y. Powers, and A. G. Speer. The
initiates are to be formally inLOCAL COTILLIONS
ducted tonight.
The Campus' Cotillion Club
The meeting was addressed by
spent a very pleasant evening in Mr. Lyles, extension agricultuthe Y Club Rooms on Wednesday ral engineer from Washington
evening. The Jungaleers furnish- D. C. Mr. Lyles made an inter-*
ed the music for the dance. There esting talk on the "History of
were about sixty couples present. Agricultural Engineering".

CIVIL ENGINEERS TAP
TWENTYjJNE CADETS

We Asked One Question of 200 Men and Women
"Which Pen is Your Choice for Sty& tut*/'fexOZtU ?n

And 2 to 1 Selected Parker's Laminated Pearl*
—The sacless Vacumatic with
Ever-Visible Ink Supply and
102% More Ink Capacity than
Old Style — GUARANTEED
MechanicaKy Perfect
' Yes, other things being equal,
style-minded^people would choose the
Parker Vacumatic for beauty alone!
But other things, too, including performance, make this revolutionary invention the national favorite by a
still bigger margin—by 9 to 4.**
One important difference—its ink;
supply is ever visible—the ENTIRE
length of the barrel. Thus it shows
days ahead WHEN IT'S RUNNING
LOW.
Another great difference is the patented Parker filler. There's no other
like it. It requires no sliding piston
immersed in ink—its wbrking parts
are sealed in the top WHERE INK
CAN NEVER TOUCH THEM—
can never decompose them.

The Parker point is Scratch-proof
—-precious Platinum combined with
solid Gold.'
Every student needs this miracle
writer that doesn't "let you down" by
running dry in classes or exams.
Go and see this luminous, laminated Pearl Beauty at any good store
selling pens. The Parker Pen Co.,
Janesvifle, Wis.

sun ***&]£!*

f/jjtltiftePen.
Students not
Hate Htijht*^
\ that■ Students

arKer
©

GUARANTEED MECHANICALLY PERFECT

Junior, $5
Over-Size, $10

Pencils, $2.50,
$3.50 and $5

*Moreth an twice the number selected Parker than any other.
♦ ^National Pen Census, Ku cor dine and Statistical Corp.
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NOW IS THE TIME
Since it is comparatively early in the
year we feel that it is the logical time to
voice our opinion concerning certain existing and non-existing conditions on the
campus. .
It is particularly gratifying to see
that a move has been made toward bestowing to the cadet corps something that
is rightfully theirs—tennis courts. Our
fondest wish is that some day the students
might have a sufficient number to appease their appetite for the game;' and
when we say sufficient, we mean not less
than twenty-five.
Now it seems as if there were a fad
among the gallery-sitters at 'the shows
who delight in trying to see how many
red-hot oaths can be brought down upon
their heads from the audience below by
interfering with the path of light transmitting the images to the screen. True,
some do stand in the way unintentionally,
but there are numerous others who doliberate stick up a hand, cap or even
stand up in order'to irk the audience. We
would suggest that they be pitched over
the gallery rail, if it would not hurt someone below.
There are several different .categories into which these particular miscreants
mentioned below might fall, and we hope
that this paragraph is placed far enough
down in this treatise that outsiders may
not find out what kinds of imps we do
have here. Now we can forgive the freshman who, really believing the maxim, "A
Clemson man needs no introduction", barges right in at a dance and breaks on a
couple in a most offensive manner and
then dances on off. But if this young fellow is one of those who relentlessly refuses to be broken upon after having his
few minutes of pleasant cavortion, then
he is unforgivable and need to be taken
up a notch. This is the type who in a
short while will have himself believing
that the young ladies have no desijre
whatsoever to cling to any other tripper
of the light fantastic and no doubt but
what sooner or later he will become lie
possessor of a nice, big shiner.
%
But the upperclassman who, after
having been here for at least a year and
who should have become versed in the
ways and means of getting about among
the best people, persists in carrying on
these tricks and refuses to put away these
childish things even though he has become a man, should be barred from college social affairs if his manner does not
show steady improvement.
We are not trying to stick out our
tongue at any particular person, however we could call several names, but we
are writing this with the hope that those
guilty will look at the matter in the right
light and act a little more civilized in the*
future.—W.K.L.

FOE THE PAST FEW YEARS two
Literary Societies at Clemson have been
emerging from a period of decline amounting to stagnation. Ten years ago,-there
were at least four Literary Societies on the
campus, all of which had full membership, with eager participation in the activities of each organization. Inter-Society
competition was keen, and many cups and
medals were given away each year. Then,
some years later, something happened.
What, we don't know. Suffice it to say
that interest in Literary Societies died out
to merely a guarantee of another picture
in TAPS. The first few weeks of this year
are showing a definite revival of interest.
Noting this pickup in Literary Society
membership, Dr. D. W. Daniel, Dean of
General Science, i writes in an open letter
to the TIGER.
Editor of The Tiger:
Strange things are happening the world over. People are
thinking as never before. Stagering problems are pressing for
solution.
Clear thinkers are
needed to be wise leaders. College
students should be looking ahead.
The way to be prepared for leadership in the years ahead is to
learn to think logically. There is
no better place for encouraging
such thinking than in a literary
society or debating club.
A strange thing has happened at Clemson. Students are
begging to be allowed to join a
literary society but there is not
room for all. Would it not be
a good plan to revive the old Columbian Society? If those who
could not find room' in the Calhoun and Palmetto will see me,
we may be able to organize that
society.
The McCoilum silver cup,
donated by Dr. P. S. McCoilum,
will be awarded to the society
making the best record, and keys
or medals will be awarded to individual contestants. The Trustee Medal goes to the best literary
society speaker in a contest held
during commencement. I-should
like all who are thinking of entering this contest to report to me
next week.
D. W. Daniel.

Collegiate Press
By B. N. Skardon
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Novel parties brought a climax to "rush
week" from Duke University coeds. The members of Alpha Epsilon Phi entertained with their
annual Chinese laundry party. Jnvitations were
sent out on laund-ry slips; members were dressed
in Chinese pajamas; and the roorfi was decorated
with clothes lines. Everyone sat on the floor in
true Chinese style while chop suey, tea, and
cookies were' served. Each guest received as a
favor a tub, a washhoard, a clothes stand, and
clothes pins.
The^e partes sound 1'nique, but it takes a
lot to beat our own "Block C Formal".
-COLLEGIATE PRESS

AT RAMDOM:
Light -bell was wnolly disregarded at Winthrop one night last week so that everyone might
see the night-blooming cerus. . .
Football players at Millsaps College are required to stay in
their rooms and study for two hours each day.
A side show will be in progress when the
University of Florida football team takes to the
gridiron this fall. The che.er leaders have been
under the direction of Gordon Mooney, Physical
Education instructor, Mooney, a reknown gymnast, is teaching the cheer leaders tumbling. The
breath-taking spins, flips, an,d turns of the peppedlers are said to rival the antics of the hipslinging gridsters.
COLLEGIATE PRESS

Startling replies to the inquiry "Why I came
to College'' were published n the Winthrop
JOHNSONIAN, among the varied answers were:
"I came to college so that I would make a better
wife for my husband". (We take pride in that
one and smile hopefully). Others were "To develop my-whole self as v. ell as my mind" (?);
"to combine study and play"; and one says that
she came so that she might hang_ her pictures
without family interference, also that she had
heard that the college years were the best years
of one's life.
Now that we're read why girls go to college,
we are inclined to believe that it's not in pursuit
of education, but, rather in experimentation.

Talk Of The Town
COMPLIMENT
We put the student body to
the acid test the other night
and they came out,gentlemen and
we are very, very proud of each
and every one of them. Sitting,
at a very late hour, in a restaurant in Greenville the other night
we fell into conservation with a
waitress.
The lady was about
the most typical waitress we ever
encountered; she is the American waitress. Bright blond hair,
clear complexion, heavy huild,
flat feet, chewing gum, and a
slightly nasal accent.
Business
was slack and she stood talking
to our compapnion and us, pushing back her bright locks with
one hand and holding the other
on her hip. "You'd be surprpised" sha ;;aid, "At the people who
try to imake me." She told us
about, her kid and her hasband
who ways a taxi driver and how
she had to keep him from coming in the restaurant -when she
was working because he was always getting in fights with the
customeis when they made passes at her. We asked her about
college hoys.
"Oh", she said.
"They're all right. A lot of them
come in here and sometimes they
get awful drunk but I know how
to handle them.
They're just
kids trying to show off and I
can toss wisecracks at them and
they never get mad. Sometimes
they come in here after dances
though and they're tight and
want to take me home and I
have a lot of trouble with them.
Funny thing, though, them. Clemson boys don't act like the rest.
A lot of them come in here, and
sometimes they get tight too, hut
I ain't never had trouble with
one of them." That, masters, is
a high compliment, the highest
we can remember anyone paying
to the institutition since we have
been connected with it. We told
her, we were from Clemsonx and
thanke 1 her and left.
TALK OF THE TOWN

MISSIVE
We hate to keep dragging our
corresptndence into this column,
but we do think that you should
know that a letter came to the
TIGER the other day extolling
the virtues of a new electric iron
cord. IK was addressed to tne
home economics editor.
TALK OF THE TOWN

MELANCHOIilA
A chill wind just rustled the
papers on our desk and smell of
burning leaves is being wafted
gently through the open window.
The sunlight out there is clear
and the leaves are turning, all
of which reminds us that Fall' is
here again.
It is with a ' tremendous effort that we refrain
from taking off again on one of
those retrospective articles we
bore you people with so often. We
can't quite understand the urge
which causes us to dearly love
looking back over - a relatively
short and not too eventful life,
but it's there, and everytime we
sit down at a typewriter we have
to get a firm grip on the edge of
the table to keep from straying
to the rear. Anyway it is Fall,
and in case some of you people
missed it, we would like to reprint here a poem the very Odd
Mclntyre ran in his Broadway
column the other day:
The melancholy days are come,
The saddest of the year;
A little too warm for whiskey,
And a little too cool for beer.
TALK OF THE TOWN

SNAP
We think it only fair to warn
you" people that your life is no
longer your own. As long as it
was only the amateurs who succumbed to the candid, camera
craze it wasn't so bad paving
strange looking people leaping
out from behind trees and clicking a camera in your face. Of
course there was an outside
chance that you might find yourself staring open-mouthed from
a page of TAPS next spring, but
you can rest fairly easy in the
assumption that it was merely a
fanatic •".inning off an experiment
in light and shade. But now the
TIGER lias fallen in line and
purchased a speed camera. There
are those who will say that it is
the last step in the transition
from a newspaper to a tabloid,
but we do intend to have a man
on hand with the camera at all

that the oldgrads were happy
Homecoming to have Cherry Barron back on hand to hold the
funds while they debated brands
—it brought back the .old college days with a burp.
OSCAR

SAYS

that he thinks you should know
that Lt. R. Sims Campbell had
pea-driver stripes sewed on his
blouse by mistake and didn't
know the difference until after
he had been mugged for Taps.
OSCAR SAYS

--that he asks the CDA in the
name cf four hundred bruised
shins to please prohibit our button boys from wearing their boots
on the clance floor and that he
suggests that they hang a card
around their necks instead to Inform the gurruls that they are
big, big shots.
OSCAR SAYS

—that Holtzy's 'first rub of the
season was making splendid progress last weekend until some little rascal drove the proverbial
spike n,nd all the Anderson College .belles were1 asked to re-port outside in the lobby.
OSCAR SAYS

--that he dedicates this
Talbert Isosoles Martin
been working for three
get his name in here
failed to date.

space to
who has
years to
and has

OSCAR SAYS

—that the army is to be blamed,
or praised, for splitting the Redfern-Merritt combination since
they promoted the loud one and
left the louder one in ranks.
OSCAR SAYS

--that if Jeff *Davis thinks he can
talk little Shirley into the things
Jim did he'll have to offer something better than a YMCA social.
-OSCAR SAYS-

—that he is still willing to play
ball with The Johnsonian and that
if the girls are real nice about it
he'll renew last year's offer to
let them call their sheet The
Tigress. The box number is 147
as usual.
OSCAR SAYS

__that 'the close friendship of
Cotirie and Soph Sloan was blasted Saturday night when they
couldn't reach a decision over
who the Lady in Red belonged
to.
-OSCAR SAYS-

—that Stripes Farmer has relieved the staff table of his presence
lately and now eats in Brother
Charlie's old chair in Naramor's
cozy corner.
OSCAR SAYS—

—that Playboy Griggs now has
six dates for the next dance and
that Oscar really belieyes he'll
be- able to get one late-date out
of the crowd.
OSCAR SAYS

—that if anyone wants a clue to
Oscar's identity, Ire is a wearer
of boots—like looking for that
needle in that haystack, eh?
OSCAR SAYS

—that it's hard to get in the
room of Rat Harny of C company these days since the lads
discovered that he was the son
of a grog shop proprietor.
TALK OF THE TOWN

—that all the sphomore chemists
are warned to be on their, best
behavior 'because Lippincott has
not selected his yearly stooge yet.
-OSCAR

SAYS-

--that he is happy for Six To
The Front And Three To The
Rear Stokes who has maneuvered
into position at the staff table
and can play the game he wanted
to last year.
,
events of importance. And what
Is more important, .we shall have
one skulking around the place
getting candid shots to piece together some story or other that
we want to emphasize. The camera shall aid in such coverage as
dance stories, and if our little
plans materialize, shots will be
obtained, which will ' supplement
those activities surrounding the
dances which usually fall in Oscar's depaprtment. And you can
not call va camera, even a candid
one, a Jiar and get any satisfaction out of it.
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Western Student
Forms New Poetry
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FIVE

Education Cadets
COLLEGE ATTENDANCE Slide Rule Goes
Oscar
Says
GIVEN STUDY BY PROF To E. B. Hammond (Continued from page four) To Livestock Show
OS CAS SATS

I

California
Youth ExperiLincoln, Neb.—(ACP
Do
ments With Novel Type
jou know the predominant reasons that students attend cerof Poetic Expressiaon
tain universities?
Surveys on
i
San Francisco, Cal.— (ACP) this subject are always interest—From the land of earthquakes ing even though they may not
California and more specifically aliays be scientifically accurate.
Dr. S. M. Corfey, professor 61
from San Francisco, comes a
new kind of tremor—a tremor educational psychology and meathat may some day tear apart surements at the University of
■the very foundation of the Eng- Nebraska, made an extensive
study of this question in so far
lish language.
It may sound funny to you, as his own institution was conhut it is a serious proposition cerhed and these ,were the anwith Lou Harrison, a former stu- swers, in the order listed:
dent at San Francisco xState Col- Recommendation of high school
teachers and administrators,
lege, who is experimenting with
the student's home.
a new type of poetic expression.
It is based on the use of special Family influence.
verbs made from nouns and Prestige of the institution.
used in a verbal and often ad- Availability of desired courses.
Influence of friends
verbial sense.
"Of the seven students who
"Road yourself, look lakely,
love cliffly, hill yourself". These gave 'influence of athletics' as
are only a few illustrations Mr. their reason", says Dr. Corey,
Harrison offers. His latest poe- "five rank in the lowest psycholtry reveals many more examples ogical test and none in the highof this simplification of sentence est."
structure by his novel adaptation of verbs created from nouns mer expressions "to sun one's
This practice is not really self" is an illustration of Harnew; one of our popular sum- rison's basic idea.

'■

that Oscar wishes to vapologize
Sophomore Wins Prize For
to the many readers who have
Freshman Scholastic
complained because he left The
Standing
Fake McCoy out of his list of
charter members of his Horses'
TAU BETA PI AWARD
Neck' Cli'b last week and to announce the pledging of Cecil G.
The Clemson unit of the Tau White, the master of the bust
Beta Pi, national honorary engi- sheet. '
neering fraternity, presented its
Dartmouth College alumni conannual award of a slide rule last
Tuesday in chapel to Cadet E. B. tributed $94,500 to the college
Hammond, of the Sophomore in 193&, new record Jiigh in
contributions during a single
cEass.
year.
Hammond Outsanding
During his ■ Freshman year, Ca- lastic record in the civil, elecdet Hammond made the highest trica'l, or mechanical engineering
scholastic record of any student department. The purpose of the
in the departments of civil, me- award is to encourage proficiency
chanical and, electrical engineer- in engineering after completion
ing. The award is one of the of the college course, and will be
highest to be made in college cir- awarded annually.
cles and Hammond is to be comLead Chapter
mended for his splendid achieveThe gliding lights of the Clemment.
son chapter this year_ will be:
Annual Award
W. M. Rodgers, president; W.
As explained by W. M- Rod- M. Simpson, vice-president; T. M.
gers, president of the local chap- Rickards, corresponding secreter, this award is openp to the tary; K. E. LeRoy, recording secSophomore who, during his Fresh- retary; and R. L. Geisberg cataman year, made the highest scho- loguer.

Twenty-five Students Visit
Fairview Show as Part of
Annual Training Program
PROFS ALSO ATTEND }
Twenty-five seniors, members
erf the Vocational Education class,
made a trip to .Simpsonville, Friday to attend the annual Fairview
Livestock Show. They were accompanied on the trip by Professors sn'ibling, Monroe, and Crandall.
Annual Event
The K'airview Livestock ..show
has been conducted for forty-nine
years and is one of the oldest
shows of its kind in the country.
It is held for one day only. This
year the students made a special
study of the Henderson Brothers'
herd of pure bred- Duroc Jersey
hogs' which is one of the finest
herds in the state. Among the
other exhibits studied was a
group of one hundred and fifty
horses selected as ,the best in this
section of the country.

£>***<?& C*a*He&THE FIRST DAYS of the se-

mester are usually crowded.
But rCamels help a lot.
Camels give you a welcome
"lift" in energy — stimulate
digestion — bring a sense of
well-being. And they never
jangle your nerves.

h t

With Camels, mealtime is more pleasant—digestion
is stimulated—alkalinity increased
IN our busy lives, mealtime is
apt to catch us at a disadvantage. We're often under nervous
tension and physical strain. As
a result, the free flow of digestive fluids is slowed down. How
quickly Camels change this. For
when you enjoy Camels the
digestive fluids are gently and

naturally restored to fuller flow.
Alkalinity is increased. Time and
again, physiological laboratories
have checked this welcome effect
of smoking Camels. \
Camels are mild—you can enjoy them any time. They never
jangle your nerves or tire your
taste. Camels set you right!

Copyright, 1936, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.

PLUCKY DARE-DEVIL. Miss

!<■

UvaKimmey^/?///, America's
outstanding girl parachute
jumper with 48 jumps to her
credit, says: "I smoke Camels
for digestion's sake. They
encourage digestion in a
pleasant way."

«

"THERE'S NOTHING like a

Camel to set you right," says
Bill Ferguson fbelow}, crack
salesman. "Camels give me
an extra sense of well-being
and contentment. I always
smoke them as an aid to
digestion."

CULINARY MASTER-

PIECES by the chef of
Washington's famous Hotel
Shoreham.Here the joy of living is the keynote of the cosmopolitan patronage. Rare
dishes gathered from world
markets delight the. taste.
And Camels dot the tables of
the diners. Robert — maitre
d'hotel—observes: "People
demand the finest in foods
and they also demand the
finest in cigarettes. Camels
are the outstanding favorite."

kl *
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Clemson Grads To
GIRL NAMES FAMED
The
Music
Goes
Get Varied Work
Round
FEMALE JOURNALISTS
Members of Class of 1936
Are Well Placed Over
Andre Kostelanetz is really
Entire United States
working himself overtime nowdays with his doujale-duty programs featuring Nino Martini
POPULAR CLASS
each Wednesday evening and
Kay Thompson with Ray HeathA study of the present location erton and the Rhythm Singers
and occupation of Clemson grad- on Fridays. Each of these prouates who completed their courses grams has a re-br.oadcast for the
from 1931 to 1935 indicates that 471, Western listeners.
orj 72 per cent of those upon whom
CBS carries these Chesterfield
information is available are engaged shows at 9 on Wednesday and
in occupation in South Carolina Six- 8:3D on a Friday. Kostelanetz
ty-two are located in North Carolina, is working on several new broad45 in Georgia, 17 in New York, 11 eastinganbles with his Wednesin Tennessee and |58 iiWwenty-one day night mixed chorous, so it
other states of the Union. Of the 665 j would be well worth your time
graduates about whom information to lend an ear.
has been secured, 165 are engaged in
agricultural work, 19 in chemical BUSSE'S BEST
industries 103 in engineering posi'Henry Busse, who attributes
tions, 118 in textile work, 147 in his success to Paul Whiteman,
teaching, 97 in other occupations, and has recently stepped back into
16 are pursuing graduate work to- the limelight with his unusual
ward advanced degrees '
orchestral arrangements.
Ag Students Placed
They all call Henry "the man
A number of graduates in agri- with the talking trumpet" and
cultural occupations hold positions he' well deserves the name. He
'such as county agents, assistant bdgan playing his horn after an
county agents, experiment station accident made it impossible for
specialists, agronomists, managers him to continue his work with
of dairy companies, specialists with the violin. He is a native born
meat-packing companies, research German. NBC-Red presents him
specialists in agricultural economics, at 4 ' on Wednesday afternoons.
agricultural engineers, horticultural
managers of nurseries, and specialBob Burns has to take a back
ists in crop-pest control work. Oth- seat at present, for Maestro Ted
ers are connected with the soil'ser- Weems has a new-fangled convice and the Resettlement work, traption that he calls the "goofus
while some are farming.
horn". Wieenis found the thng
Chemistry
in a Paducah, Kentucky, pawn
The chemistry work done by these show and bought it right off the
graduates includes positions as chem- hook. Ted claims that it is a
ists with, such companies as The cross between a bazooka and a
American N'orritt Company, Swift turkish pipe. Air is blown thru
and Company, Eastman Company, a rubber tube Into the contrapAmerican Chemical Company, and tion which works like an accordthe Southern Cotton Oil Company. ion, and the keys are arranged
like those of a piano. A firm in
Engineers Successful
The engineering graduates are Paris is the sole manufacturer.
engaged in work in Civil, Electrical
This Tuesday evening program
and Mechanical Engineering. They
are connected witH the State High- featuring Fred Austerlitz is a
way Department, the General Elec- gem. Please excuse us, we were
You see,
tric Company Westinghouse Electric speaking of Astaire.
his
real
surname
happens
to he
and the Duke Power companies, with Austerlitz and he is a native
of
the Federal Power Commission, Omaha. His father was one fine
Southern Bell Telephone and Tele-, informed.
graph Company, Radio Corporations
Starring with Astaire on the
and the Tennessee Valley Author- Packard hour is Charles Butterity. The architectural graduates are worth and that swell band of
engaged as architects with construe. Johnny Green's.
tion companies, as commercial illusIf you didn't hear Benny Goodtrators, and in other related occu- man's aggregation Tuesday nite
pations.
at 9:30 on the Camel Program
Numerous Textile Jobs
be sure to make it a permanent
'The Textile occupations include date from now on. The swingtextile chemistry positions, as well master is presented with Nat
in textile companies and manufactur- Shilkret's orchestra and guest
' as yarn manufacturing, and weav- stars over CBS. . . . and on Sating and designing occupations' urdays hear your football scores
The textile graduates are employed along with Kay Kyser's music
'as chemists in bleacheries, designers at 8:30. Elgin presents Edward
ing positions with such concerns as Thorgerson at that time with
The Ware Shoals Manufacturing the results.
Company, The Lancaster Cotton
Mill The Victor-Monaghan Mill,
The'
Goodyear-Clearwater
Mill, ALL-COMPANY SOCIALS
Rockmart, Georgia, and the Burling- ATTRACT MANY CADETS
ton Cotton Mill, Burlington, North
Again on Friday night, the Y
Carolina.
v
Twenty-one Teachers
Club Rooms were the conspicious
Twenty-one graduates are mem- meeting place for a large group.
. bers of the faculties of colteges^ and The all-company social was an
universities Seventy-six are teaching evening oi enjoyment, there being
vocational
agriculture
in high about 140 boys and a much
schools of South Carolina,' North smaller number of girls present.
Carolina and other states, and 50 are The girls were from Anderson,
engaged in other teaching positions. Seneca; Clemson, and Westminster.
Follow Major Cpurses
The vast majority of the 665 graduates are following occpuations in
line with the major courses they chants Four are surgeons and four
completed at Clemson A few, how- others are completing the medical
ever, have positions as auto dealers, course. The list also includes libralife insurance salesmen, and mer- rians, journalists, and lawyers.

Los Angeles Writer is Indignant Over Stigma Passed
Over Women Writers
FIGHT MENTIONED
Los Angeles, Cal.— (ACP) —
"Women do not make bum newspapermen", write Barbara Berch
in the Junior Collegian of Los
Angeles Junior College.
"Thoroughly disproving the
old adage employed in the newspaper profession is the long and
imposing list of famed women
journalists including such stellar writing figures as Dorothy
Dix, Elsie Robinson, Fay King,
Elearnon Barnes, and Nell Brinkley.
"Dorothy Dix, (Mrs. Elizabeth
Meriwether Gilmer in private
life) now 66, is the most important newspaper confidente in
the world. Serving ~as the helpful counselor to approximately
13 000,000 readers, Miss Dix's
column appears in over 200 papers the world over.
"Elsie Robinson, top Hearstian 'sob sister', is a valuable
syndicated addition to the Hearst
chain of newspapers. Her "womanly point of view' on current
affairs is worthwhile and offers
sentimental slants to the purely
impersonal news reporting.
"One of the foremost dramatic
critics, among both men and women, is Eleanor Barnes, Los Angeles Daily News' motion picture editor.
Her columns on
films in Manchester Boddy's famed tabloid are reliable, frank
and honest. Besides editing movie copy, Miss Barnes is music
and theatre critc for the News.
"Fay King and Nell Brinkley
well known artists and columnists, have illustrated columns
appearing almost daily in a
large chain of papers.
"Margaret Fuller, member of
Horace Greeley's Tribune staff
from 1844 to 1846, was the first
important woman writer to take
part in daily newspaper work.
She also, at one time co-edited
a magazine, The Dial.
"Bonfils and Tammen, first
publishers of the Denver Post,
acclaimed Polly Pry, news re-

TO

RATS

Thirteen cadet members of the
student branch of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers,
accompanied by Professor B. E.
Fernow, of the engineering department, began the society's
1937 program last Saturday with
a trip to Tallulah Falls, Ga.,
where they inspected the Tallulah Falls Hydro-Electric plant
and dam.
Make Tour
The greatest part of the day
was spent observing the operation
of the modern power plant. After
the tour, 'short order was mJtde
of the bountiful repast supplied
by Captain J. D. Harcombe, mess
officer.
Trips Planned
According to officials, this is
only one of the interesting trips
planned for AiSME members this
year.
Other power plants and
engineering projects will be visited throughout the school session.
Also a part of the interesting
program arranged will be addresses by several of the state's*
most prominent engineers.
2feophytes Taken
"Neophytes" taking their first
trip wah the society were: B. 8.
Jordan, A E. Stalvey, J. D. yarn,
E. J. Galvaneck, M. M. Motes,
and S. W. Adair.

Recently permission has been
granted by college officials for
the formation of a special class in
German. The class, which will
be taught by Professor Carodemos, is being: formed to alleviate
the crowded Condition of Clemson's present Language depart
ment. Enrollment in this sectionis limited to freshmen taking
Chemistry 11 and planning to
take advanced work in this field.
The freshmen are taking German
at the advice of the Chemistry
department heads who feel that
a knowledge of the language will JUNGALEERS PLAY AT
be essential to students contem- , FACULTY RECEPTIONS
plating advanced Chemistry at
Clemson and post-graduate work,
On Monday evening Mr. and
in particular.
Mrs. F. T. Tinigley, Mr. and Mrs.
J. M. Cook, Mr. and Mrs. J. Roy
Cooper and Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
porter oa the initial Post staft, Credle entertained in the Y Club
the most distinguished and val- Rooms with a faculty party and
There were about two
uable journalists on their paper. dance.
Miss Pry,, even at that early hundred invited guests present.
date, was given important as- The music was furnished by the
signments on some of the most Xungaleeis.
sensational happenings of the
age, and was undoubtedly one of
C. A. Lytle, '34, is principal
the pioneer trail blazers for the arid coach at the Fort Mill High
women-in-journalism frontier."
School.

BEST "BREAK"
A PIPE CAN GET
Prince Albert's the tobacco for
breaking in a pipe—and for
forever after too. Being
"crimp cut," P. A. burns
slower—smokes cooler.
There's a mighty sweet flavor to a pipe when you smoke Prince Albert in
it steadily. The fact that all "bite" is taken out
of P. A. 's choice tobacco explains why. Try smoking Prince Albert yourself. See our offer below.

PRINCE ALBERT MUST PLEASE YOU OR COST NOTHING!

Griffon Suits

i

See the New Styles at $5.00
Riegel Shirts

Botany Scarfs and Ties

OPEN

PROGRAM OUTLINED

Copyright, 1936, It. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

Friendly and Crosby Square are THE Shoes!!
and

Carodemas to Teach Recently Installed Foreign Language Course

YES, WHATEVER 1
WELL, WHEN I WANT
THE PIPE, R A,
A COOL SMOKE, I SIMPLY
DIP INTO THIS HANDY TIN MEANS A COOL,
SOOTHING SMOKE
OF PRINCE ALBERT/

New Overcoats

Manhattan

Class in German
To Be Sponsored

Local Engineering Society
Makes Plans for Coming
Year

JOHN CHINAMAN PRIZES
SO THIS IS A CHINESE WATER OH, NO, THERE
PIPE? GOSH, 1 THOUGHT ALL.
ARE MANY ^ > SILVER -AND HE PRIZES A.
COOL SMOKE TOO-HENCE
WATER PIPES WERE BIG THINGS t VARIETIES]
=THIS BEAUTIFUL INLAID
THAT YOU SMOKED WHILE
WATER PIPE
LOAFING AROUND
ON CUSHIONS

FOR FALL SUITS
Chatham Homespuns

Thursday, October 8: "Satan Met "\ Lady" with Bette
Davis and AVarren William.
Friday, .October 9: "Murder
by An Aristocrat" with Lyle
Talbot and Claire Dodd.
Saturday, October 10: "Hollywood Boulevard''-Paramount
Monday, October 12: "Lady
Be Careful", Lew Ayers and
Mary Carlisle.
Tuesday, Dctober IS: "Jailbreak"
Wednesday, October 14:
"Dangerous Waters", Jack
Holt.

ASME HOLDS INITIAL
MEETSNGSOF SESSION

CLEVER — THESE CHINESE

SHE

HOKE SLOAN

Show Schedule

50

Pipefuls of fragrant tobacco in
every 2-ounce tin
of Prince Albert

an
m

m

Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince Albert. If you don't find it the mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the pocket tin with the
rest of the tobacco in it to us at any time within a month from this date, and
we will refund full purchase price, plus postage.

'9*2
TSSs

(Signed) R.J.REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

FRINGE ALBERT
/

THE NATIONAL
JOY SMOKE

i
i
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SPORTS

BOB CHEVES
Sports Editor

By Bob Cheves

Hats off to Alabama! Any team that trounces the Powerful Alabama Football
Tigers the way they did last week-end deserves all our
Team Proves Too Much
praise. They must have a perfect-functioning aggregaFor Game Tigers
tion.

BENGAL CUBS SMASH
ERSK1NEFR0SH51Clemson Rat Gridsters Display Steam-Roller Attack
To Route Erskine

McFADEN STARS
After being limited to only one
touchdown during the first half
the Tiger Cubs opened up with
a steam-roller attack the final
period to crush the Erskine Little Fleet here Friday afternoon,

Tiger Tackier

Ala.

HONOR TEXTILE FRAT
PLEDGES SEVEN MEN
(Continued from page one) \

textile engineering and is a supply sergeant in the corps of cadets.
Block C Man
WATCH REPAIRING
Al Sanders is a high ranking
member of the junior class and
Crystals Fitted
is an invaluable member of the
AH Work Guaranteed
football team. He is a member
of the Block C Club, a resident
of Camden, and is majoring in
BLECKLEYS DRY CLEANDING BLDG. weaving and designing.

PAUL FEINSTEIN
oc
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DOC

DOC

DOC

DOC

DOC

DOC

DOC

DOC

John William Heisman, one
of the country's most brilliant
football coaches, and at one time
mentor of Clemson's grid team,
passed away at his home in New
York last Sunday after rounding
out his 35th year of successful
coaching.
Coach Heisman did much to
make football the sport it Is
today. His introduction of the
forward pass and his "Heisman
shirt" into the game has been
acknowledged by authorities to
have given rise to the football
of today.
The famed mentor attended
Brown Tniversity and University of Pennsylvania, having a
varsity berth on the grid teams
of both. After graduation he
chose coaching as his profession
and was located at Oberlin, Alabama Polytechnic Institute. Ga.
Tech, Auburn, and other colleges
which are now well known in
sports circles for their strong
football teams.
Besides football, he was prominent in other sports. From 1910
to 1914, he served as president
of the Atlanta Baseball Association.
In 1923 and 1924, he
was president of the American
Football. Coaches' Association.
In 1900, Heisman came to
Clemson.
For the next four
years, he proceeded to hammer
Tiger elevens into shape until
Clemson was known as one of the
foremost teams in the Southern
conference.
In this section of
the country, the names football
and Heisman's Tigers became
synonomous.
With his passing, the world
of football realizes the passing
of a coach whose place cannot
easily be filled.

DOC
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DOC

DOC
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MARTIN'S DRUG STORE

FOOTBALL CONTEST
FORECAST YOUR OWN FOOTBALL RESULTS
The persons whose judgment is
best will be rewarded as follows:

— PRIZES —
1st
$10.00 in trade
2nd
5.00 in trade
3rd
2.50 in trade
Also ten free drink tickets
In filling out your scores you may
get a blank at MARTIN'S DRUG
STORE.

Notre Dame University alumni
are planning a nation-wide campaign against communism.
51-0, in a one-sided game played before a' large crowd of cadets.
The scintillating pass snagging of McFayden, Cub end, was
responsible for the majority of
the Tiger yardage gained. This
lad made several superb catches,
one for a score. The Clemson
line played a heads-up game, and
it was a rare sight to see an
Erskine back get past the line of
scrimmage with Payne, Embody,
Kirkpatrick, Worthington, Simmons, Ruby McFayden, Inc. doing the blocking.
Green and
Bryant stood out in the Clemson
yearling backfield, both turning
in several nice runs.
Score by quarters:
ERSKINE
0 0 0 0— 0
CLEMSON
6 0 19 26—51

Big Don Willis, 200 pound
Tiger back who will see service with the varsity for the
iftrst time this year against
Duke. Willis was ineligible for play up until this
time due to his enrollment
at Georgia Tech the first of
last year.

Cl.

Wells Asks For
Annual Snapshots

Plans are now going forward
for the forming of the 1937
TAPS snapshot section, according to E. D. Wells, feature editor of the Tiger yearbook.
Turn in Pictures
An attempt is being made this
year to cover as many student
activities and student interests as
possible, Wells said. No dead
line of turning in pictures has
been set as yet, but it is desirable that they be handed in1
as soon as possible. A box for
that purpoe is now located at
the guardroom and those having
snapshots pertaining to student
life either comical or sensible,
are urged to drop them sin this
box. The pictures should be enclosed in an envelope with the
owner's name on the outside.
Prints accepted cannot be returned but those not used will
be returned.
Spring Pictures
The Taps staff is especially
anxious to have pictures that,
were taken last spring. A great
er part of Clemson's actvities
takes, place near the end of the
school session, and since the
Taps goes to press so early every year, spring pictures are not
usually included. To make this
year's snapshot section one that
covers all phases of student activities, the whole-hearted cooperation of the cadet corps is
essential, Wells concluded.

John Heisman, Coach of
Clemson's "Heisman Tigers" in 1900's, is
Mourned Here

Shoving over two touchdowns
in the first period, the Alabama
Red Elephants proved too much
for the game Clemson Tigers in
Tuscaloosa last Saturday as they
rolled on to a 32-i0 victory.
The game was sewed up shortly after the | opening whistle
when Shoemaker snatched Berry's pass on the center stripe and
after racing five yards lateraled
to Joe Riley who traveled on
five yards before being dragged
down on the Clemson 3 5. With
Joe Riley and Jimmy Nisbet carrying the brunt of the offense,
the Crimson Tide flowed on to
a first and ten on the Tiger 15.
A minute later, Caldwell shot
through right tackle to score
standing up.
Alabama's great "power and
defensive strength is shown In
the few brief statistics that rate
the Crimson Tide with 12 first
downs to the Bengals' 1, and net
yardage 382 yards to Clemson's
56.

0
9
1st downs, scrimmage
1
3
1st downs, passes
36
Yds. from scrim.
333
20
49
Yds. from passes
11
10
Passes attempted
2
3
Passes completed
3
1
Passes intercepted by
5
Yards penalized
85
CLEMSON
0 0 0 0- — 0
TAPS Feature Editor An- ALABAMA
12 7 7 6- -32
Scoring: Alabama touchdowns,
nounces 1936 Snapshots
Caldwell 2, Boozer, Kilgrow, pts.
Section Will Be Larger
after touchdowns Kilgrow 2.

SPRING SNAPS ASKED

INTRODUCES FORWARD
PASS INTO REGULATIONS

Bengal Player

32-0 IS SCORE .

1

Buscher of AVashington,
D. C, who is one of Jess
Neely's dependable linesmen.
Laurence was out of school
all last year because of a
hand injury. The Tigers feel
bis presence greatly.

Asst. Sports Editor

CRIMSON TIDE ROUTS Former Clemson Football Coach
OVER-RATEDBENGALS Passes Away At New York Home

From The Press Box

Bose Bowl
It wouldn't surprise us one bit
to see this same 'Bama crew
head for the Rose Bowl again
this year; however, from all reports, it seems as if the Red
Elephants are aiming for next
year instead of this one, as they
are planning on having a corking
good team next fall.
It looks
like a struggle to the finish over
in the Southeastern Conference
with such potential clubs as Alabama, Georgia, Georgia Tech:
Auburn, Tulane, etc. It's hard
to pick a winner from that crew,
but we're kinda sticking along
with Kentucky and Alabama, depending on the outcome of tne
(Kenjtucky-Georgia Tech fracas
over in Atlanta this Saturday.
No Set-ups
The Alabama game is a thing
of the past, and the Southeastern
conference is another story; so
let's turn toward the Bengal
schedule, our primary interest.
From now on, the Royal Bengals are really going to catch
plenty of trouble with a suicide
schedule. Duke is next, followed
by Wake Forest, South Carolina
Georgia Tech, 'The Citadel, Kentucky, and Furman. If there is
a "breather" on that list, we
wish you would show it to us,
as we have been figuring from
all angles only to come to the
conclusion that the Tigers are
going to have to go some to win
the first one of their contests.
At present, we are pointng toward the battle with Wallace
Wade's Blue Devils in Durham.
They have a crackerjack outfit
with such hard running backs
as Parker and Hackney, and the
Clemson lads are going to be
extended to the limit to play
them on equal terms. The reresult of this struggle will have
an important bearing on the outcome of the Southern conference
race, as Clemson and Duke are
right now perched on top. Duke,
however, has one more victory
to their credit than the Bengals;
We are conceding the Blue Devils no edge,in spite of the Bengals' overwhelming loss to Alabama. We think the Clemson
warriors are due for a victory
over the Wade men. Contrary
to popular belief, we do not believe that the Blue Devils have
an extraordinary ball club, and
if the Gamecocks held them to
three touchdowns, we don't see
why we can't do even better.
Here and There
Our prophesy for the Cub-Erskine clash just did come out
last week. We said that the Rats
would beat them by 50 points,
and they shoved over the 51st
point a second or so before the
final whistle. . . "Streak" Lawton didn't have a chance to
shine last week, as he didn't
see much service due to the fact
that Coach Neely was more interested in defense than offense.
. . Don Willis will be ready for
the call this Saturday. . . Coach
Hoagland, who scouted Wake
Forest last Saturday in their
triumph over N' C. State, said
that the Deacons really have a
ball team this fall; so that's
something else for you to think
about. Most of you remember
Kitchins from last year. Well,
he's back again.

OTIS MORGAN

NOTICE— Only one coupon is
permitted to a selector who must be
a student or resident of Clemson.
Each member of a family may, how
ever, also send one coupon eacl
week. You must fill out the scores
for each of the ten games or your
coupon will not be judged. Neat
ness and legibility will count.

GAMES SATURDAY, OCT. 10
Clemson College=Duke Uni.
Davidson College-V. M. I.
Furman University-The Citadel
South Carolina-Florida
Fordham-Southern Methodist
Georgia Tech-Kentucky
Alabama-Miss. State
Minnesota-Nebraska
Auburn-Tennessee
Ohio State-Pittsburgh
Your scores must be deposited in
the FOOTBALL CONTEST BOX at
MARTIN'S DRUG STORE not later
than Saturday, noon, October 10
Winners will be posted each
Tuesday at five o'clock on Soda
Fountain Mirror.
The decision of the judges shall
be final.

,0

Soda Fountain Specials
Pineapple Sundae with Whipped Cream
{Chocolate Nut Sundae with Whipped Cream
Giant Ice Cream Sodas with Whipped Cream
Brick Ice Cream—Pints 15 cents
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Large Toasted
Sandwiches, 10 cents
Cakes, Crackers
Cookies
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DOC
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fMGE EIGHT

Wilkie Finds New
Trouble With Bugs
(Continued from page one)
vading hordes of the lepidopters,
natives of South America, swarm
into barracks each night and
proceed to launch their offensive.
Flashing with the speed of Army
pursuit planes, the "air corps"
whirls around our light bulbs
hour after hour.
Simultaneous
with this action, the "engineers"
light on the walfts and proceed to
"Dig in".
This particular specie of moth
is no respecter of private property.
They swarm over the
walls tables, beds, clothing, etc.
in somewhat the same way a
plague of locusts strip a Held
bare. Studying is practically impossible.
Opening the door to
a room in third barracks, where
hundreds of the invaders actualal have been counted in one
room, is like opening the proverbial Scotchman's pocketbook
—the number of moths issuing
forth is amazing.
With moths coming through
the windows, doors and apparently the floors, desperate occupants of third barracks, the
principal scene of operations,
have used every method available to eradicate the insect army. Brooms, fly-swatters, -shoes
and paddles, however, are of no
avail. Even fires, carefully built
in trash cans do not phase the

SOPHOMORE SOCIALS

State Fair Fees
Nothing!
According to an announcement from Dr. E. AV. Sikes,
College President, early this
week the State Fair Holidays
will extend from Thursday,
October 22 through Sunday,
October 25.
Students may
letave school after their last
class on the 21st.
President Sikes also announced that he had received a letter from \he officials
of the State Fair stating that
all Clemson Cadets would be
admitted to the fair grounds
and the state fair gratis il
dressed in uniform. As in
the past few years Clemson
will occupy the west side of
the field.

30C

30C

DOC

30C

CLEMSON TO OPPOSE The Sophomore Y Council held TIGER SERVICE
a social in the Y club room SatSTATION
night
with
President
DUKE'S BLUE DEVILS urday
Thompson' in charge.
Cadets
(Continued from page one)

fast-stepping teammate; "Ace"
Parker.
If the Clemson torward wall can stop these two, it
will be well on the road to Glory.
Wallace Wade lost several men
by graduation, but capable reserves have stepped up to take
the vacated places, giving the
Duke, mentor a better balanced
ball club than he boasted last
fall.
Few Injuries
Coach Neely has been working
his men strenuously for the past
week in an effort to have them
in tip-top shape for the Duke
clash, as a win over this gang
A notice at the University of will mean much to the Bengal
Illinois: "A wildlife club for stu- cause. Except for alternate capdents—graduate and undergrad- tain, "Stump" Black, the Tiger
uate will be organized," Hm!
first string emerged from the
Alabama fracas without an inThe Phi Kaps at Northwestern jury. It is not known definitely
University have built an over- whether this mammoth tackle
size doghouse for their Great will be able to participate this*
week-end or not. All eyes are
Dane mascot.
anxiously awaiting the outcome
foe. In view of this fact wt. of big Don Willis' beut which Is
offer the comforting news that scheduled to be staged this
the pesky moths die only with week. This fast traveling back
the approach of winter. There- has been ineligible since the opfore, unless some other aid is ening of the season but the yoke
immediately forthcoming, all we has been cast off, and he is
can do is sit back, pray for cold raring to go. It has been anweather, and yell "Quick, Hen- nounced that there will probably
ry, the Flit!"
be a shake-up in the Bengal

Waters,
Bainbridge, Shepherd,
and numerous other members of
the council assisted.

TEXACO PRODUCTS
Washing
Greasing
Prompt Courteous Service

starting eleven, but it remains
30C
30C
30C
DOC
to be seen.
As an added attraction to the YMCA BARBER SHOP
color and glamour of this event, Where Smart Cadets Are Groomed
the crack Clemson Senior Platoon will accompany the .team Quality - Cleanliness - Efficiency
and stage a fancy drill between
Your Patronage is Appreciated
the halves. It is expected that
the Bengal band will journey aBailey and Kay
long also.
i

I have just received a new shipment of
TRENCH COATS selling for

-

-

-^$3.25

Extra Long Lengths for $3.50
Good New Shoes Priced fro $1.95 to $4.00
And a large stock of general merchandise at
reasonable prices

JUDGE

KELLER

vJiesterfield
) 1936,
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&

MYERS TOBACCO CO.

... they're milder
t/tey have a more pleasing taste and aroma

